
1. Psalm 37:7
1. Wait patiently for the Lord! 

Wait confidently for him!
Do not fret over the apparent success of a sinner,
A man who carries out wicked schemes!
1. In this verse, there are two different Hebrew words for wait.  The first one is Daw-mam 

(H1826) – to be dumb or silent.  The second one is Khool or Kheel (H2342) – to twist or
whirl, to writhe as in pain.
1. Reference source: Strongs Bible Concordance – a resource for those who wish to 

study the Hebrew and Greek of the Bible without knowing the language.  All 
numbers in here are from this concordance.

2. Further study revealed that there are 9 different Hebrew words translated into our 
English word “wait”. 
1. H6960 kaw-vaw’(45 verses): to bind together (perhaps by twisting), that is, collect; 

(figuratively) to expect
2. H3175 & H3176 yah-kheel’(1 occurrence) & yaw-chal’(40 verses) - (different tenses

of the same word) to be patient, hope, trust, tarry
3. H2442 khaw-kaw (13 verses) – to adhere to
4. H8252 shaw-kat’ (41 verses) - to respose, idleness, appease
5. H1826(a) daw-mam’ (29 verses) - to be dumb by implication to be astonished, to 

stop or to perish
6. H4102 maw-hah’ (9 verses) - to be reluctant, delay
7. H2342(a) khool, kheel (54 verses) – to twist or whirl, to dance, to writhe in pain
8. H8104 shaw-mar’ (440 verses) - to hedge, to guard, to protect
9. H1747 doo-me-yaw’ (4 verses) - stillness, silent, quiet, trust

2. Why is it important to wait upon God? 
1. Luke 24:46-49

1. The apostles had
1. the knowledge of the truth.
2. a witness or story they could tell
3. a call to preach the good news of Jesus Christ.

2. The apostles did not have the power of the Holy Spirit.
1. This power would only come through waiting.
2. Acts 1:14 -  they waited with prayer
3. God responded with the wind of the Holy Spirit


